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In 2017 the Mental Health Department of the University Integrated Health Authority entrusted a Temporary Business Association consisting of 11 cooperatives with more than 30 years of experience in the field of health and mental health services.

The social cooperative system’s was able to associate 11 cooperative companies in the co-management of some mental health services.

The social cooperatives operate in various services in the market: education, rehabilitation, cleaning, administrative, hotel management, bar and food services, etc.
DAL MERCATO COMPETITIVO AL MERCATO COLLABORATIVO

FROM COMPETITIVE MARKET TO COLLABORATIVE MARKET
Social cooperatives are:
• Companies
• Partecipated
• Democratic
• No profit

Objective of social cooperative is:

to pursue the general interest of the community, of human promotion and social integration of citizens
Trieste’s Social Cooperatives

They employ more than 2000 people, of which more than 250 are disadvantaged people.
They have investments of more than €3,000,000 in buildings, cars, laboratories, nursery services, hotels, restaurants, etc.
They do professional training for miles of hours
They create employment
GLI ASSI DI INTERVENTO
AXES OF INTERVENTION

ABITARE - HOUSING
LAVORO – FORMAZIONE –
WORK AND PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING
SOCIALIZZAZIONE -
SOCIALIZATION
SOME OF THE ACTIONS

MORE THAN 130 COHOUSING SOLUTIONS
LABOR GRANTS
PEER PROJECTS SUPPORT
COLLECTIVE ACTIVITIES
WORK ACTIVITIES
RECOVERY PROJECT
CAVE 9 PROJECT
RESIDENTIAL SITUATIONS
QUALIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MORE THAN 130 PERSONALIZED HEALTH BUDGET CO-MANAGED